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Abstract
We demonstrate the convergence of the characteristic polynomial of several ran-
dom matrix ensembles to a limiting universal function, at the microscopic scale. The
random matrix ensembles we treat are classical compact groups and the Gaussian
Unitary Ensemble.
In fact, the result is the by-product of a general limit theorem for the convergence
of random entire functions whose zeros present a simple regularity property.
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1 Introduction
A novel perspective in random matrix theory takes as its fundamental object a random
function, such as the characteristic polynomial of a random matrix, and has as a goal
demonstrating the convergence of these random functions to a limiting object. This is in
contrast to a more traditional focus on demonstrating the convergence of a point process
such as the collection of eigenvalues to some random limit. Much of the information that
has traditionally been of interest can be succinctly summarized within this new framework
and furthermore new questions are brought to the surface by the change of focus. Papers
making use of this perspective include [AW15, CNN17, Sod17].
In the recent paper [CNN17] the first, third, and fourth authors of this paper introduced
the following random entire function:
ξ∞(s) := lim
B→∞
eiπs
∏
|yi|≤B
(
1− s
yi
)
, (1.1)
where yi are the points of the determinantal point process with sine kernel, also called
Sine process. Such a product, it was shown, will converge for all s ∈ C almost surely
and gives a random entire function. We call it the limiting characteristic polynomial for
the following reason: if U(n) is the group of n × n unitary matrices, endowed with Haar
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measure, and g is a random element of U(N), then for
ξn(s) :=
det(ei2πs/n − g)
det(1− g) ,
it was shown in [CNN17] that the random analytic function ξn tends in distribution to
ξ∞ in the topology of uniform convergence on compact sets. The proof in that paper
proceeds from the machinery of virtual isometries, special to the unitary group developed
in [BNN12]. Such a result is closely related to, though does not follow only from, the fact
that the rescaled eigenangles of a random unitary matrix tend locally to a Sine process.
In this paper we consider a generalization of this result for other point processes. We first
prove a general result for a broad class of point processes, and then apply this result to
several random matrix ensembles. A thorough introduction to point processes may be
found in [Kal83].
Definition 1.1. Let x(1), x(2), x(3),... all be point processes with points in R, and denote
the point instances of the point process x(n) by {x(n)i }i∈Z. Define the random variables
X
(n)
I := #{x(n)i ∈ I},
for intervals I, which count the number of points of x(n) that lie in I. We say that the
sequence of point processes x(1), x(2), ... is uniformly product-amenable if, for all n the
sums
lim
B→∞
∑
|x(n)i |≤B
1
x
(n)
i
, and
∑ 1
|x(n)i |2
(1.2)
converge almost surely, and if for some constant δ > 0, the following estimates are true
uniformly in n for all intervals I with |I| ≥ 1,
(i) Symmetry in expectation: EX
(n)
I = EX
(n)
−I +O(|I|1−δ).
(ii) Regularity in expectation: EX
(n)
I . |I|.
(iii) Regularity in variance: Var X
(n)
I . |I|2−δ.
Note the notation fn . gn or fn = O (gn) means that there exists C > 0 such that
|fn| ≤ Cgn for all n.
Our first theorem is as follows:
Theorem 1.2. Assume that x(1), x(2), ... are a sequence of uniformly product-amenable
point processes. Define
cn(s) := lim
B→∞
eiπs
∏
|x(n)i |≤B
(
1− s
x
(n)
i
)
,
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This product converges almost surely for all n and all s ∈ C. Moreover, if in law the point
processes x(n) tend to the Sine process y, then in law
cn(s)→ ξ∞(s),
in the topology of uniform convergence on compact sets.
This theorem applies to a wide variety of point processes that are of interest in random
matrix theory. As a demonstration, we apply it to random matrix ensembles generated
by the classical compact groups and the Gaussian Unitary Ensemble (GUE).
Theorem 1.3 (Random orthogonal matrices). Denote the group of n×n special orthogonal
matrices by SO(n), and let g be a random element of SO(n) chosen according to Haar
measure. For any fixed nonzero E ∈ (−1
2
, 1
2
), define the random function
ξSOn (s) :=
det(ei2π(E+s/n) − g)
det(ei2πE − g) .
Then in the topology of uniform convergence on compact sets,
ξSOn (s)→ ξ∞(s)
in law.
Recall that the group of special orthogonal matrices is defined as follows: SO(n) := {g ∈
Mn×n(R) : ggT = I, det(g) = 1}. HereMn×n(R) is the set of all n×n matrices with real
entries, and gt is the transpose of g.
Theorem 1.4 (Random symplectic matrices). For n an even integer, denote the group
of n × n symplectic matrices by Sp(n), and let g be a random element of Sp(n) chosen
according to Haar measure. For any fixed nonzero E ∈ (−1
2
, 1
2
), define the random function
ξSpn (s) :=
det(ei2π(E+s/n) − g)
det(ei2πE − g) .
Then in the topology of uniform convergence on compact sets,
ξSpn (s)→ ξ∞(s)
in law.
Recall that the group of symplectic matrices is defined only for even n as follows: Sp(n) :=
{g ∈ U(n) : gJgt = J} where
J :=
(
0 In/2
−In/2 0
)
.
The following corollary is the direct application of Theorems 1.3 and 1.4. In what follows,
g represents a random element of SO(n) or Sp(n), chosen according to Haar measure.
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Corollary 1.5. Let r ∈ N and αj, βj ∈ C for all 1 ≤ j ≤ r. Then as n→∞
R (α1, . . . , αr; β1, . . . , βr) :=
r∏
i=1
det(ei2π(E+αi/n) − g)
det(ei2π(E+βi/n) − g)
→ ξ∞(α1) · · · ξ∞(αr)
ξ∞(β1) · · · ξ∞(βr) (1.3)
in the topology of uniform convergence on compact sets, in law.
Both SO(n) and Sp(n) are subgroups of the unitary group U(n), and so all elements from
either group have n eigenvalues, all located on the unit circle.
We prove a theorem similar to Theorems 1.3 and 1.4 for the Gaussian Unitary Ensemble
(GUE). A n× n matrix M from this ensemble is defined in the following way: we set
M =
1√
2
(B +B∗),
for B an n × n random matrix with i.i.d. random variable entries Zij each with the
distribution NC(0, 1) of a complex normal random variable with mean 0 and variance 1.
M is by definition Hermitian, with n real eigenvalues, almost surely all contained in an
interval of the form (−(2 + o(1))√n, (2 + o(1))√n) as n→∞. We show the following:
Theorem 1.6. Fix E ∈ (−2, 2) and let M be a n × n GUE matrix. Define the random
analytic function,
ΞGUEn (s) :=
det
(
− s
ρsc(E)
√
n
− E√n+M
)
det(−E√n+M) (1.4)
with
ρsc(x) :=
1
2π
√
(4− x2)+. (1.5)
Then in the topology of uniform convergence on compact sets,
ΞGUEn (s)→ es(E/2ρsc(E)−iπ)ξ∞(s) (1.6)
in law.
Corollary 1.7. Let r ∈ N and αj, βj ∈ C for all 1 ≤ j ≤ r. Then as n→∞
RGUE (α1, . . . , αr; β1, . . . , βr) :=
r∏
i=1
det
(
− αi
ρsc(E)
√
n
−E√n +M
)
det
(
− βi
ρsc(E)
√
n
−E√n +M
)
→ e(E/2ρsc(E)−iπ)
∑r
i=1(αi−βi) ξ∞(α1) · · · ξ∞(αr)
ξ∞(β1) · · · ξ∞(βr) (1.7)
in the topology of uniform convergence on compact sets, in law.
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Sodin [Sod17] notes that Theorem 1.6 follows by a careful integration from a theorem
proved by Aizenman and Warzel [AW15] for the logarithmic derivative of these random
entire functions. Aizenman and Warzel’s proof relies on the theory surrounding the Nevan-
linna class of analytic functions. The alternative proof we give here may be of independent
interest, relying, as it does, less on complex function theory. In particular in Proposition
4.7 we establish a localization of the function ΞGUEn (s), and in Proposition 4.5 we establish
uniform estimates for counts of eigenvalues of GUE matrices, both of which we believe do
not previously appear in the literature.
It is worth noting that there is nothing really special about the Sine process in the ar-
guments that follow, except that the characteristic polynomials we will be interested in
(among others) converge to it, and that the limit object ξ∞(s) defined by (1.1) is already
known to converge almost surely (this is proved in [CNN17]).
2 From point processes to random functions: a proof
of Theorem 1.2
Our proof of Theorem 1.2 proceeds along the following outline: We show that 1) in prob-
ability the functions cn(s) and ξ∞(s) can be approximated on a compact set by truncated
products over elements of the point process, and then 2) that these truncated products
converge to one another as n→∞ owing to the convergence of the zero processes.
2.1 Localization of products
We begin with
Lemma 2.1. For a sequence of uniformly product-amenable point processes x(1), x(2), ...
with the sums in (1.2) converging almost surely, we have for any compact set K ⊂ C and
ε > 0,
lim
A→∞
sup
n
P
(
sup
s∈K
∣∣∣ ∏
∣
∣
∣x
(n)
i
∣
∣
∣≥A
(
1− s
x
(n)
i
)
− 1
∣∣∣ ≥ ε) = 0.
Proof. For A sufficiently large (based on K), we have
∏
|y(n)i |≥A
(
1− s
x
(n)
i
)
= exp
−s ∑
|x(n)i |≥A
1
x
(n)
i
+O
 ∑
|x(n)i |≥A
1
|x(n)i |2

 . (2.1)
(That the product on the left hand side converges almost surely is clear from this relation.)
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We show that as A→∞,
sup
n
P
(∣∣∣ ∑
∣
∣
∣x
(n)
i
∣
∣
∣≥A
1
x
(n)
i
∣∣∣ ≥ ε)→ 0, (2.2)
sup
n
P
( ∑
|x(n)i |≥A
1
|x(n)i |2
≥ ε
)
→ 0, (2.3)
which from (2.1) are sufficient to prove the lemma.
We examine (2.3) first. Note that from a dyadic decomposition,
E
∑
|x(n)i |≥A
1
|x(n)i |2
≤ E
∑
2k+1≥A
1
4k
(
X[2k,2k+1) +X−[2k,2k+1)
)
.
∑
2k+1≥A
1
2k
,
by the regularity in expectation of the counts XI (Definition 1.1, Condition (ii)). As
A→∞ this tends to 0 uniformly in n, and (2.3) follows from Markov’s inequality.
For (2.2), rather than a dyadic decomposition, we make a decomposition along intervals
[ℓ3, (ℓ+ 1)3), ∑
|y(n)i |≥A
1
y
(n)
i
=
∑
(ℓ+1)3≥A
∑
|y(n)i |≥A
ℓ3≤|y(n)i |<(ℓ+1)3
1
y
(n)
i
=
∑
(ℓ+1)3≥A
X[ℓ3,(ℓ+1)3) −X−[ℓ3,(ℓ+1)3)
ℓ3
+O
( ∑
(ℓ+1)3≥A
1
ℓ4
(X[ℓ3,(ℓ+1)3) +X−[ℓ3,(ℓ+1)3))
)
.
Writing Zℓ := X[ℓ3,(ℓ+1)3) − X−[ℓ3,(ℓ+1)3) for notational reasons, symmetry in expectation
(Definition 1.1, Condition (i)) implies that∥∥∥ ∑
|y(n)i |≥A
1
y
(n)
i
∥∥∥
L2
≤
∥∥∥ ∑
(ℓ+1)3≥A
Zℓ − EZℓ
ℓ3
∥∥∥
L2
+O
( ∑
(ℓ+1)3≥A
ℓ2(1−δ)
ℓ3
)
,
+O
( ∑
(ℓ+1)3≥A
1
ℓ4
(||X[ℓ3,(ℓ+1)3)||L2 + ||X−[ℓ3,(ℓ+1)3)||L2)
)
since by (i), EZℓ . |[ℓ3, (ℓ + 1)3)|1−δ . ℓ2(1−δ). But the above expression may be further
simplified using regularity in expectation and variance. Indeed, combining (ii) and (iii),
we get
||X[ℓ3,(ℓ+1)3)||2L2 = (E[X[ℓ3,(ℓ+1)3)])2 +Var(X[ℓ3,(ℓ+1)3)) = O
(
ℓ4 + ℓ4−2δ
)
,
and
‖Zℓ − EZℓ‖L2 = O(ℓ2−δ),
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which gives
∥∥∥ ∑
|y(n)i |≥A
1
y
(n)
i
∥∥∥
L2
.
∑
(ℓ+1)3≥A
(
ℓ2−δ
ℓ3
+
ℓ2(1−δ)
ℓ3
+
(ℓ4 + ℓ4−2δ)
1
2
ℓ4
)
,
which tends to zero uniformly in n as A→∞. Then, (2.2) follows from Markov’s inequal-
ity, and the lemma is proved.
Define the random variable YI := #{yi ∈ I} to be the count of points of the Sine process
that lie in an interval I. Then the variables YI also satisfy symmetry in expectation and
regularity in expectation and variance (that is, EYI = EY−I + O(|I|1−δ), EYI . |I|, and
Var YI . |I|2−δ). The same proof therefore demonstrates that
Lemma 2.2. For y the Sine point process, we have for any compact set K ⊂ C and ε > 0,
lim
A→∞
P
(
sup
s∈K
∣∣∣ ∏
|yi|≥A
(
1− s
yi
)
− 1
∣∣∣ ≥ ε) = 0.
2.2 Convergence of random products: pointwise and uniformly
We also have,
Lemma 2.3. Fix A > 0, as long as the point processes x(n) tend in law to the Sine process
y, we have in law in the topology of pointwise convergence∏
|x(n)i |<A
(
1− s
x
(n)
i
)
→
∏
|y|<A
(
1− s
yi
)
.
Proof. Define the random functions
ψn(s) :=
∏
|x(n)i |<A
(
1− s
x
(n)
i
)
, ψ∞(s) :=
∏
|y|<A
(
1− s
yi
)
. (2.4)
We must show for any fixed s1, s2, ..., sk ∈ C that in law
(ψn(s1), ψn(s2), ..., ψn(sk))→ (ψ∞(s1), ψ∞(s2), ..., ψ∞(sk)) . (2.5)
To that endeavor, we will need a smoothing argument. Define for x ∈ R, H(x) := 1 ∧ x+
so that the point-wise limit limε→0H(ε−1·) = 1{·>0} is the Heaviside function.
Choose ε > 0 and define
f εs,A(v) :=
(
log
∣∣∣1− s
v
∣∣∣ + i arg(1− s
v
))
H(ε−1|v|) H(ε−1(A− |v|)) H(ε−1|v − s|),
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with arg being a determination of the argument. Notice that one can pick a continuous
determination in v ∈ R unless s is real, in which case there is a jump for v = s. This
jump is handled by the smoothing term H(ε−1|v − s|). In any case, for all s ∈ C, f εs,A is
continuous and compactly supported on R.
By weak convergence of the point process x(n) to y, we have the convergence in law:(∑
i
f εsj ,A(x
(n)
i ); 1 ≤ j ≤ k
)
→
(∑
i
f εsj ,A(y); 1 ≤ j ≤ k
)
.
Now define,
ψ˜n(s) := exp
(∑
i
f εs,A(x
(n)
i )
)
, ψ˜∞(s) := exp
(∑
i
f εs,A(yi)
)
.
By the continuous mapping theorem, the following convergence in law holds:(
ψ˜n(s1), ψ˜n(s2), ..., ψ˜n(sk)
)
→
(
ψ˜∞(s1), ψ˜∞(s2), ..., ψ˜∞(sk)
)
. (2.6)
Yet ψ˜∞(s) = ψ∞(s) unless Y(−ε,ε) ≥ 1 or Y(A−ε,A+ε) ≥ 1 or Y(−ε+ℜs,ℜs+ε) ≥ 1. But
P(Y(−ε,ε) ≥ 1) = P(Y(A−ε,A+ε) ≥ 1) = P(Y(ℜs−ε,ℜs+ε) ≥ 1) ≤ EY(−ε,ε) = 2ε,
as y is the (translation invariant) Sine process.
Because x(n) → y,
lim
n→∞
P(X
(n)
(−ε,ε) ≥ 1) ≤ 2ε,
and the same holds for the intervals (A− ε, A+ ε) and (ℜs− ε,ℜs+ ε). Moreover, unless
X
(n)
(−ε,ε) ≥ 1 or X(n)(A−ε,A+ε) ≥ 1 or X(n)(−ε+ℜs,ℜs+ε) ≥ 1, we have ψ˜n(s) = ψn(s). Hence with
probability 1−O(ε), the convergence in (2.6) governs that in (2.5). As ε is arbitrary, this
proves (2.5) and thus the lemma.
A simple criterion allows us to bootstrap this result to convergence in the topology of
uniform convergence.
Definition 2.4. Let φ1, φ2, ... be a family of random functions, each mapping C→ C. We
say this family is in probability compact-equicontinuous if for any compact K ⊂ C
and for any ε, δ > 0, there exists ∆ > 0 such that
lim sup
n→∞
P
(
sup
|s1−s2|<∆
s1,s2∈K
|φn(s1)− φn(s2)| ≥ δ
)
< ε.
Lemma 2.5. Let φ and φ1, φ2, ... each be a random function mapping C→ C, and suppose
that in the topology of pointwise convergence, φn(s)→ φ(s) in law. If the family of random
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functions φ1, φ2, ... is in probability compact-equicontinuous, then also in the topology of
uniform convergence on compact sets,
φn(s)→ φ(s)
in law.
The proof involves relatively standard ideas, but we do not know of a reference. We include
a proof here for the convenience of the reader.
Proof. For α ∈ C, c > 0 and K a compact set, define the events
An(α, c;K) := {sup
s∈K
|φn(s)− α| < c},
A(α, c;K) := {sup
s∈K
|φ(s)− α| < c}.
By the Portmanteau lemma, we will have demonstrated φn(s) → φ(s) in the topology of
uniform convergence if we show that
lim inf
n→∞
P
( ∞⋃
i=1
Ji⋂
j=1
An(αij, cij ;Kij)
)
≥ P
( ∞⋃
i=1
Ji⋂
j=1
A(αij , cij;Kij)
)
, (2.7)
for any sequences αij, cij , and Kij of complex numbers, positive numbers, and compact
sets respectively. Note
lim inf
n→∞
P
( ∞⋃
i=1
Ji⋂
j=1
An(αij, cij ;Kij)
)
≥ lim inf
n→∞
P
( I⋃
i=1
Ji⋂
j=1
An(αij , cij;Kij)
)
, (2.8)
for any I. We show that for any I,
lim inf
n→∞
P
( I⋃
i=1
Ji⋂
j=1
An(αij, cij ;Kij)
)
≥ P
( I⋃
i=1
Ji⋂
j=1
A(αij , cij;Kij)
)
. (2.9)
We begin by noting that given any ε > 0 and δ > 0, because {φn} is in probability
equicontinuous, there exist finite sets K∗ij ⊂ Kij such that
P
( I⋃
i=1
Ji⋂
j=1
An(αij, cij;Kij)
)
≥ P
( I⋃
i=1
Ji⋂
j=1
An(αij, cij − δ;K∗ij)
)
− ε,
for all sufficiently large n. (In fact, K∗ij may be taken to be a ∆-net of Kij.) Since
φn(s)→ φ(s) in law, in the pointwise topology, again applying the Portmanteau theorem
(using that K∗ij is finite for all i, j),
lim inf
n→∞
P
( I⋃
i=1
Ji⋂
j=1
An(αij , cij − δ;K∗ij)
)
≥ P
( I⋃
i=1
Ji⋂
j=1
A(αij , cij − δ;K∗ij)
)
. (2.10)
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Now if K ′ ⊂ K, note that A(α, c;K ′) ⊃ A(α, c;K). Hence the right-hand side of (2.10) is
≥ P
( I⋃
i=1
Ji⋂
j=1
A(αij , cij − δ;Kij)
)
,
and we have shown
lim inf
n→∞
P
( I⋃
i=1
Ji⋂
j=1
An(αij , cij;Kij)
)
≥ P
( I⋃
i=1
Ji⋂
j=1
A(αij, cij − δ;Kij)
)
− ε.
But ε and δ are arbitrary, taking ε, δ → 0 yields (2.9). Combined with (2.8) and taking
I →∞, this yields (2.7).
We apply this to the problem at hand by showing that the truncated products ψn(s) =∏
|x(n)i |<A
(1− s/x(n)i ) form a family that is in probability compact-equicontinuous.
Lemma 2.6. Fix A > 0 and define ψn(s) as before in (2.4). Suppose the family of point
processes x(1), x(2), ... that define ψn(s) is uniformly product-amenable, and x
(n) → y, the
Sine process. Then the family of random functions ψ1, ψ2, ... is in probability compact-
equicontinuous.
Proof. We need only show for any fixed compact set K and constant A > 0,
lim
c→∞
lim sup
n→∞
P
(
sup
s∈K
∣∣∣ d
ds
ψn(s)
∣∣∣ ≥ c) = 0. (2.11)
Let R := sups∈K |s| and note that if (for t > 0 an arbitrarily small parameter) we have
X
(n)
(−t,t) = 0, then by differentiating the product defining ψn,∣∣∣ d
ds
ψn(s)
∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣ ∑
|x(n)j |<A
1
x
(n)
j
∏
|x(n)i |<A
i 6=j
(
1− s
x
(n)
i
)∣∣∣
≤X(n)(−A,A) ·
1
t
(
1 +
R
t
)X(n)
(−A,A)
.
This is a crude bound, but it suffices for our purpose. We have,
P
(
sup
s∈K
∣∣∣ d
ds
ψn(s)
∣∣∣ ≥ c) ≤ P(X(n)(−t,t) ≥ 1) + P(X(n)(−A,A) · 1t(1 + Rt )X
(n)
(−A,A) ≥ c
)
. (2.12)
Using regularity in expectation (Definition 1.1, Condition (i)) of the point processes x(n)
and Markov’s inequality, we see
P
(
X
(n)
(−A,A) ·
1
t
(
1 +
R
t
)X(n)
(−A,A) ≥ c
)
→ 0,
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uniformly in n as c → ∞. But as x(n) → y, using Markov’s inequality as in the proof of
Lemma 2.3
lim
n→∞
P(X
(n)
(−t,t) ≥ 1) ≤ 2t.
Using these results in (2.12), we see
lim
c→∞
lim sup
n→∞
P
(
sup
s∈K
∣∣∣ d
ds
ψn(s)
∣∣∣ ≥ c) ≤ 2t.
Because t is arbitrary, (2.11) follows and therefore the lemma as well.
2.3 Concluding the proof of Theorem 1.2
From these lemmas Theorem 1.2 follows straightforwardly. For, from Lemma 2.3, Lemma
2.5, and Lemma 2.6, for any A > 0,∏
|x(n)i |<A
(
1− s
x
(n)
i
)
→
∏
|y|<A
(
1− s
yi
)
,
in law in the topology of uniform convergence on compact sets. But from Lemmas 2.1 and
2.2, for any compact set K, by taking A sufficiently large we can respectively approximate
cn(s) and ξ∞(s) in probability by∏
|x(n)i |<A
(
1− s
x
(n)
i
)
, and
∏
|y|<A
(
1− s
yi
)
,
uniformly for s ∈ K. Theorem 1.2 then follows from a standard application of the Port-
manteau theorem.
3 An application to the classical compact groups
We turn to the proofs of Theorems 1.3 and 1.4 regarding the orthogonal and symplectic
groups. The key facts will be the (well-known) result that eigenangles of elements of these
groups away from the origin tend to the Sine process once rescaled, and the observation
that the rescaled eigenangles form a uniformly product-amenable point process.
For the orthogonal group, we discuss the proof of Theorem 1.3 in detail. For the symplectic
group, Theorem 1.4 is very similar and its proof we will only sketch.
3.1 Some well-known facts about the special orthogonal group
We recall relevant facts about the special orthogonal groups. SO(2n) and SO(2n + 1)
must be treated separately; we discuss SO(2n) first. (A good reference for the material
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recalled in this subsection is [Con05].) The 2n eigenvalues of a matrix g ∈ SO(2n) can be
written
{e±i2πϑ1 , ..., e±i2πϑn}, (3.1)
with ϑj ∈ [0, 12 ] for all j. For g chosen randomly according to Haar measure, the points
{ϑ1, ..., ϑn} form a determinantal point process: we have for η ∈ C([0, 12 ]k),
E
∑
j1,...,jk
distinct
η(ϑj1 , ..., ϑjk) =
∫
[0,
1
2
]k
η(x1, ..., xk) det
1≤i,j≤k
[
KSO(2n)(xi, xj)
]
dkx, (3.2)
with
KSO(2n)(x, y) := s2n−1(x− y) + s2n−1(x+ y), (3.3)
where
sn(x) :=
sin πnx
sin πx
.
The kernel KSO(2n)(x, y) represents an orthogonal projection in L
2[0, 1
2
]; that is, we have∫ 1
2
0
KSO(2n)(x, y)KSO(2n)(y, z) dy = KSO(2n)(x, z).
SO(2n+1) is similar. In this case the 2n+1 eigenvalues of g ∈ SO(2n+1) can be written
{1, e±i2πϑ1, ..., e±i2πϑn} (3.4)
with ϑj ∈ [0, 12 ] for all j. For g chosen randomly according to Haar measure, again the
points {ϑ1, ..., ϑn} form a determinantal point process:
E
∑
j1,...,jk
distinct
η(ϑj1, ..., ϑjk) =
∫
[0,
1
2
]k
η(x1, ..., xk) det
1≤i,j≤k
[
KSO(2n+1)(xi, xj)
]
dkx, (3.5)
with
KSO(2n+1)(x, y) := s2n(x− y)− s2n(x+ y), (3.6)
which again is a kernel representing an orthogonal projection on L2[0, 1
2
].
3.2 Eigenvalue counts for SO(n)
We first show the following:
Proposition 3.1. Let I ⊂ [0, 1
2
] be an interval and choose g ∈ SO(2n) randomly according
to Haar measure. With the first n eigenangles ϑj labeled by (3.1), define the random
variable W
(2n)
I := #{ϑj ∈ I}. Then
EW
(2n)
I = 2n|I|+O(1), (3.7)
and
VarW
(2n)
I . log(2 + 2n|I|), (3.8)
uniformly for all n over all such intervals I.
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Remark: The estimate (3.7) is known and appears as part of Proposition 7 of [MM13].
The proof is short and so we reproduce it here. A uniform bound of the sort (3.8) does not
seem to be recorded in the literature, but closely related ideas are well known. A similar
estimate for the unitary group is, for instance, proved in Lemma 7 of [MM16].
In our proof we make use of the following well-known computational lemma, which appears
as Lemma 6 of [MM13]; the ideas behind the proof are explained in e.g. Appendix B of
[Gus05].
Lemma 3.2. Let x be a determinantal point process with points lying entirely in an interval
J , 1 with continuous kernel K : J×J → R representing an orthogonal projection on L2(J).
For a subinterval I ⊆ J , let XI be the number of points of the process x that lie in I. Then
EXI =
∫
I
K(x, x) dx,
VarXI =
∫
I
∫
J\I
K(x, y)2 dxdy.
We are now in a position to prove our lemma.
Proof of Proposition 3.1. We treat the bound for expectation first. Note that by applying
Lemma 3.2,
EW
(2n)
I =
∫
I
KSO(2n)(x, x) dx =
∫
I
[(2n− 1) + s2n−1(2x)] dx. (3.9)
Yet recalling the definition of s2n−1(2x) and from inspection of this Dirichlet kernel, for
any interval I, ∣∣∣∣ ∫
I
sin 2π(2n− 1)x
sin 2πx
dx
∣∣∣∣ ≤ ∫ 12(2n−1)− 1
2(2n−1)
sin 2π(2n− 1)x
sin 2πx
dx ≤ 1,
so (3.9) is
(2n− 1)|I|+O(1) = 2n|I|+O(1).
Turning to variance, we have from Lemma 3.2,
VarW
(2n)
I =
∫
[0, 1
2
]\I
∫
I
KSO(2n)(x, y)
2 dxdy .
∫
[0, 1
2
]\I
∫
I
s2n−1(x− y)2 + s2n−1(x+ y)2 dxdy,
(3.10)
with the upper bound following straightforwardly from the definition of KSO(2n). For
typographical reasons we let N = 2n− 1. Recall the well-known bound for the Dirichlet
kernel:
sN(t) = O
( N
1 +N‖t‖
)
, (3.11)
1J may be R.
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where ‖t‖ denotes the distance of t to the nearest integer. Hence for t ∈ (−1
2
, 1
2
),
sN (t)
2 .
N2
1 +N2t2
, (3.12)
while for t ∈ (0, 1),
sN (t)
2 .
N2
1 +N2t2
+
N2
1 +N2(1− t)2 . (3.13)
Hence from (3.12),∫
[0, 1
2
]\I
∫
I
sN(x− y)2 dxdy ≤
∫
R\I
∫
I
N2
1 +N2(x− y)2 dxdy (3.14)
=
(∫ 0
−∞
+
∫ ∞
|I|
)(∫ |I|
0
N2
1 +N2(x− y)2 dx
)
dy
=
(∫ 0
−∞
+
∫ ∞
N |I|
)(∫ N |I|
0
1
1 + (x− y)2 dx
)
dy
with the second line following from translating x and y so that the starting point of the
interval begins at the origin and the third line following from making a change of variable.
Swapping the order of integration, with a short computation we bound the above by
.
∫ N |I|
0
1
1 + x
+
1
1 + (N |I| − x) dx . log(2 +N |I|).
On the other hand, using (3.13),∫
[0, 1
2
]\I
∫
I
s2n−1(x+ y)2 dxdy ≤
∫
[0, 1
2
]
∫
I
s2n−1(x+ y)2 dxdy
.
∫
[0, 1
2
]
∫
I
N2
1 +N2(x+ y)2
dxdy +
∫
[0, 1
2
]
∫
I
N2
1 +N2(1− x− y)2 dxdy.
Supposing that I = [A,B], and making a change of variable,∫
[0, 1
2
]
∫
I
N2
1 +N2(x+ y)2
dxdy =
∫ N/2
0
∫ NB
NA
1
1 + (x+ y)2
dxdy
.
∫ NB
NA
1
1 + y
dy . log
(
2 +N(B − A)) = log(2 +N |I|).
In the same way, making the change of variable x 7→ 1
2
− x, y 7→ 1
2
− y and using the same
computation, ∫
[0, 1
2
]
∫
I
N2
1 +N2(1− x− y)2 dxdy . log(2 +N |I|).
Collecting these bounds and returning to (3.10), we see that
VarW
(2n)
I . log(2 +N |I|),
which verifies (3.8).
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From this and symmetry it is easy to see a slightly more general result:
Proposition 3.3. Let I ⊂ [−1
2
, 1
2
] be an interval, and choose g ∈ SO(2n) randomly
according to Haar measure. For eigenangles ϑj labelled by (3.1) as before, define the
random variable W
(2n)
I := #{ϑj ∈ I}+#{−ϑj ∈ I}, which counts eigenangles in I. Then
EW
(2n)
I = 2n|I|+O(1),
VarW
(2n)
I . log(2 + 2n|I|),
uniformly for all n over all such intervals I.
With a virtually identical proof, using (3.5) and (3.6), we obtain the same estimate for
eigenangles of SO(2n+1). To summarize this information, we introduce one last labeling
of the eigenangles of g ∈ SO(n) (for n even or odd). We write the eigenvales of g as
{ei2πθ1 , ...., ei2πθn} (3.15)
with θj ∈ [−12 , 12) for all j. We have
Proposition 3.4. Let I ⊂ [−1
2
, 1
2
) and choose g ∈ SO(n) randomly according to Haar
measure. For θj as in (3.15), define the random variable U
(n)
I := #{θj ∈ I}, which counts
the number of eigenangles in I. Then
EU
(n)
I = n|I|+O(1),
VarU
(n)
I . log(2 + n|I|).
3.3 The limiting characteristic polynomial for ξSOn (s)
We finally turn to a proof of Theorem 1.3. We must recall another well known fact.
Proposition 3.5. Fix nonzero E ∈ (−1
2
, 1
2
). Define the point process x˜n by the point
configurations
{x˜(n)j }1≤j≤n = {n(θj − E)}1≤j≤n,
with {ei2πθ1 , ..., ei2πθn} the eigenvalues of g ∈ SO(n) chosen randomly according to Haar
measure, with θj ∈ [−12 , 12) for all j. In law the point processes x˜(n) tends to the Sine
process.
Note that the point process x˜(n) consist of the eigenangles of g centered around E and
stretched out by a factor of n.
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Proof. For E ∈ (0, 1
2
) this follows from taking a limit of the explicit expression for cor-
relation functions of SO(2n) and SO(2n + 1), given in (3.2) and (3.5). More precisely,
the point process x˜(n) is determinantal and a direct computation implies that its kernel
converges towards the sine-kernel, uniformly on compact sets. Now, since the kernels are
associated to operators of orthogonal projections and then are ”good kernels” (the eigen-
values of the corresponding operators are between 0 and 1), we can apply Lemma 4.2.48
of [AGZ10] in order to conclude. The proof is similar for E ∈ (−1
2
, 0).
We finally can turn to a proof of the theorem at hand.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. We note that for ξSOn (s) defined as in the theorem, and {ei2πθ1 , ..., ei2πθn}
the eigenvalues of g ∈ SO(n) with θj ∈ [−12 , 12) for all j as above,
ξSOn (s) =
n∏
j=1
ei2π(E+s/n) − ei2πθj
ei2πE − ei2πθj ,
=eiπs
n∏
j=1
sin(π(θj − E − s/n))
sin(π(θj − E))
=eiπs lim
V→∞
n∏
j=1
V∏
ν=−V
θj − E − s/n+ ν
θj −E + ν
=eiπs lim
B→∞
∏
|x(n)i |<B
(
1− s
x
(n)
i
)
, (3.16)
with the point processes x(n) defined by
{x(n)i }i∈Z = {n(θj − E + ν)}1≤j≤n, ν∈Z. (3.17)
(This point process is the pull-back of eigenangles of g from R/Z to R, centered at E and
stretched out by a factor of n.)
We apply Theorem 1.2. Clearly by applying Proposition 3.5, the process x(n) tends to the
Sine process along with x˜(n). To prove Theorem 1.3 then we need only demonstrate that
the processes x(n) are uniformly product-amenable. It is plain from the integer translations
ν in the definition (3.17) that the condition (1.2) regarding the convergence of sums is
true. Moreover, from examining Proposition 3.4, it is clear that for the random variable
X
(n)
I := #{x(n)i ∈ I}, where I is any interval,
EX
(n)
I = |I|+O(1),
and
VarX
(n)
I . log(2 + |I|),
(In fact, if |I| ≥ n, then the variance will be substantially smaller than this.) This implies
(i) symmetry and (ii) regularity in expectation, and likewise (iii) regularity in variance
of the processes x(n), and so the product representation (3.16) implies the theorem.
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3.4 The limiting characteristic polynomial for ξSpn (s)
A proof of Theorem 1.4 is very similar. We outline the relevant facts:
Since the symplectic group is defined only for even orders, we may consider g ∈ Sp(2n).
The 2n eigenvalues may be labeled
{e±i2πϑ1 , ..., e±i2πϑn}, (3.18)
with ϑj ∈ [0, 12 ] for all j. For g chosen randomly according to Haar measure, the points
{ϑ1, ..., ϑj} form a determinantal point process: for η ∈ C([0, 12 ]k),
E
∑
j1,...,jk
distinct
η(ϑj1, ..., ϑjk) =
∫
[0,
1
2
]k
η(x1, ..., xk) det
1≤i,j≤k
[
KSp(2n)(xi, xj)
]
dkx, (3.19)
with
KSp(2n)(x, y) := s2n+1(x− y)− s2n−1(x+ y), (3.20)
with sn(x) := sin πnx/ sin πx, as before. KSp(2n) represents an orthogonal projection on
L2[0, 1
2
] and we can prove analogues of Propositions 3.1 - 3.5 in an identical fashion. We
record the most important of these, reverting to the labeling
{ei2πθ1 , ..., ei2πθn} (3.21)
for all eigenvalues of g ∈ Sp(n) (with n even), with θj ∈ [−12 , 12). We have
Proposition 3.6. Let n be even, I ⊂ [−1
2
, 1
2
), and choose g ∈ Sp(n) randomly according
to Haar measure. For θj as in (3.21), define the random variable U
(n)
I := #{θj ∈ I},
which counts the number of eigenangles in I. Then
EU
(n)
I = n|I|+O(1),
VarU
(n)
I . log(2 + n|I|).
Proposition 3.7. Fix nonzero E ∈ (−1
2
, 1
2
). Define the point process x˜n by the point
configurations
{x˜(n)j }1≤j≤n = {n(θj − E)}1≤j≤n,
with θj as in (3.21) the eigenvalues of g ∈ Sp(n) chosen randomly according to Haar
measure. In law the point processes x˜(n) tend to the Sine process.
The proof of Theorem 1.3 then applies almost word-for-word to prove Theorem 1.4.
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4 An application to the Gaussian Unitary Ensemble
Finally we can turn to a proof of Theorem 1.6, characterizing the limit of ΞGUEn (s). As we
have mentioned, this provides an alternative approach to that outlined by Sodin [Sod17]
making use of a result of Aizenman-Warzel [AW15]. Our approach will be similar to the
last section; a new ingredient is a ‘localization’ of ΞGUEn (s). We approximate this ratio
of determinants by a product, involving only eigenvalues close to E
√
n, multiplied by a
regular term coming from the semicircular law. In addition to uniform bounds on counts
of eigenvalues which do not seem to appear elsewhere in the literature, this localization
may be of independent interest.
4.1 Well-known facts about the GUE and an outline of our proof
For M a n × n GUE matrix, label the n eigenvalues {λ1, ..., λn}. Asymptotically almost
surely, all eigenvalues satisfy |λi| ≤ (2 + o(1))
√
n as n→∞ and moreover,
Theorem 4.1 (The semicircular law). For any continuous and compactly supported func-
tion f : R→ C,
lim
n→∞
E
[
1
n
n∑
i=1
f
(
λi√
n
)]
=
∫
ρsc(x)f(x) dx,
where λ1, . . . , λn are the eigenvalues of an n × n GUE matrix M and ρsc is defined in
(1.5).
Because of this result, it will be convenient to deal with eigenvalues at a macroscopic
scaling also. In the macroscopic scaling, eigenvalues have order O(1), range from −2 to 2
and are denoted Λi, with
Λi :=
λi√
n
.
Owing to the semicircular law, eigenvalues Λi lying in the interval (−2, 2) are said to lie
in the bulk. Inside the bulk, we will make use of a well-known microscopic scaling. It is
also known that with a microscopic scaling, the eigenvalues of M tend as n → ∞ to the
Sine process [AGZ10, Ch. 3], [MG60]:
Theorem 4.2 (Gaudin-Mehta). For any E ∈ (−2, 2) the point process with point config-
urations given by {
nρsc(E)
(
Λi − E
)}
tends as n→∞ in law to the Sine process.
For fixed n, we have moreover (a result also due to Gaudin-Mehta):
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E∑
j1,...,jk
distinct
η(λj1, ..., λjk) =
∫
Rk
η(x1, ..., xk) det
1≤i,j≤k
[
KGUE(n)(xi, xj)
]
dkx, (4.1)
with
KGUE(n)(x, y) :=
n−1∑
k=0
ψn(x)ψn(y) =
√
n
ψn(x)ψn−1(y)− ψn−1(x)ψn(y)
x− y , (4.2)
for ψn(x) defined by
ψn(x) :=
Hn(x)
(2π)1/4
√
n!
e−x
2/4,
with Hn(x) the ‘probabilists’ Hermite polynomial of degree n, defined by
Hn(x) := (−1)nex2/2 d
n
dxn
e−x
2/2
and satisfying ∫
R
ψi(x)ψj(x) dx = δij.
(Hence Hn are the orthogonal polynomials with leading coefficient 1 for the measure
e−x
2/2/
√
2π dx.)
Theorem 4.2 follows from (4.1) from an analysis of Placherel-Rotach estimates for Hermite
polynomials (see [AGZ10, Ch. 3] for this deduction, along with the rest of the identities
cited above). We will find it necessary to recall a few estimates of this sort later.
As in Theorems 1.3 and 1.4, it will be important to write ΞGUEn (s) in a form to which
theorem 1.2 can be applied.
Lemma 4.3.
ΞGUEn (s) =
n∏
i=1
(
1− s
nρsc(E) (Λi − E)
)
Proof.
ΞGUEn (s) =
det
(
E − M√
n
+ s
nρsc(E)
)
det(E − M√
n
)
=
n∏
i=1
(
E − Λi + snρsc(E)
E − Λi
)
=
n∏
i=1
(
1− s
nρsc(E) (Λi − E)
)
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We can now briefly outline our approach for Theorem 1.6. In the next section we develop
estimates akin to Propositions 3.4 and 3.6 to estimate the expectation and variance of
counts of eigenvalues lying in an interval located in the bulk. In section 4.3 following it, we
apply this along with a large deviation estimate of Ben Arous and Guionnet to approximate
the product in Lemma 4.3 with a truncated product involving only eigenvalues Λi very
close to E, multiplied by a deterministic constant arising from the semicircular law. The
product of eigenvalues, localized around E may then be shown to converge to ξ∞(s) by
applying Theorem 1.2.
4.2 Eigenvalue counts for the GUE
In this section we prove an analogue of Propositions 3.4 and 3.6 for eigenvalues of GUE
matrices. It will be most convenient in this setting to count points already at a microscopic
scaling (as opposed to the macroscopic scaling we used in the statement of Propositions 3.4
and 3.6 for SO(n) and Sp(n)). Fix E ∈ (−2, 2) and δ > 0 such that [E−δ, E+δ] ⊂ (−2, 2).
For any interval I = [a, b] define the count
XI :=#{Λi : nρsc(E)(Λi − E) ∈ I}
=#{λi ∈
√
nE +
I
ρsc(E)
√
n
}.
As before, we establish estimates on the expectation and variance of these counts uniformly
in I for all I ⊂ [−δn, δn] (so that we will consider only Λi ∈ [E − δρsc(E) , E + δρsc(E) ] in our
counts – we will gain control of Λi outside of this set later). A main tool is the following
estimate,
Lemma 4.4. For fixed E ⊂ (−2, 2) and δ > 0 such that [E − δ, E + δ] ⊂ (−2, 2),
KGUE(n)(x, y) . n
1
2 ∧ |x− y|−1,
uniformly for x, y ∈ [(E − δ)√n , (E + δ)√n] and all n. (The implied constant depends
only upon E and δ.)
This lemma depends on an analysis of Plancherel-Rotach estimates, and we will prove it
later. For the moment we take this estimate for granted, and show that it implies
Proposition 4.5. Fix E ∈ (−2, 2) and δ > 0 such that [E − δ, E + δ] ⊂ (−2, 2). For an
interval I ⊂ [−δn, δn]
VarXI . log(2 + |I|).
Moreover for I ⊂ [−n9/10, n9/10]
EXI = |I|+O(|I|8/9).
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Proof. We treat expectation first. Denoting ρn(x) := KGUE(n)(x
√
n, x
√
n)/
√
n the density
of the average empirical measure of the GUE at the macroscopic scale, we have
EXI = n
∫
E+ I
nρsc(E)
ρn(x) dx =
∫
I
ρn(E +
x
nρsc(E)
)
ρsc(E)
dx.
Then the result is implied by the following (weaker form of) the uniform estimate found
in [EM03], equation (4.2):
ρn(x) = ρsc(x) +O(n
−1).
For we have then
EXI =
∫
I
ρsc(E +
x
nρsc(E)
)
ρsc(E)
dx+O
( |I|
n
)
= |I|+O
( |I|2
n
+
|I|
n
)
using that ρsc(E +
x
nρsc(E)
) = ρsc(E) + O
(
x
nρsc(E)
)
to estimate the integral. Because
|I| = O(n9/10) the claimed estimate follows.
For the variance, we again make use of Lemma 3.2 to see that
Var (XI) =
∫
x∈J
∫
y/∈J
KGUE(n) (x, y)
2 dydx ,
where we have abbreviated J :=
√
nE + I
ρsc(E)
√
n
. Let W := [(E− δ)√n , (E + δ)√n], and
note∫
y/∈J
KGUE(n)(x, y)
2 dy =
∫
y∈W\J
KGUE(n)(x, y)
2 dy +
∫
y/∈W
KGUE(n)(x, y)
2 dy (4.3)
.
∫
y∈W\J
n
1 + n(x− y)2 dy +
∫
y/∈W
ψ2n(x)ψ
2
n−1(y) + ψ
2
n(y)ψ
2
n−1(x) dy
with the bound for the integral over y ∈ W \ J following from Lemma 4.4, and the bound
for the integral over y /∈ W following from (4.2) and the fact that for y /∈ W and x ∈ J ,
we have |x− y| & √n. From the fact that ψi are orthonormal,∫
y/∈W
ψ2n(x)ψ
2
n−1(y) + ψ
2
n(y)ψ
2
n−1(x) dy ≤ ψ2n(x) + ψ2n−1(x).
But then integrating (4.3) over x ∈ J ,
Var(XI) .
∫
x∈J
∫
y∈W\J
n
1 + n(x− y)2 dydx+
∫
x∈J
ψ2n(x) + ψ
2
n−1(x) dx
.
∫
x∈J
∫
y∈R\J
n
1 + n(x− y)2 dydx+O(1).
The integral here is of the same form we bounded in (3.14), and the same computation
gives us the bound
Var(XI) . log(2 +
√
n|J |) . log(2 + |I|),
as claimed.
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It remains to prove Lemma 4.4.
Proof of Lemma 4.4. We recall that
KGUE(n)(x, y) =
√
n
ψn(x)ψn−1(y)− ψn(y)ψn−1(x)
x− y ,
for x 6= y, and
KGUE(n)(x, x) =
√
n(ψ′n(x)ψn−1(x)− ψn(x)ψ′n−1(x)).
where (ψn)n≥1 are the Hermite functions. For x, y ∈ [(E− δ)
√
n, (E+ δ)
√
n] (in the bulk)
we have ψn and ψn−1 dominated by n−1/4, for example by Plancherel-Rotach estimates.
Hence,
KGUE(n)(x, y) = O(|x− y|−1)
on the bulk. On the other hand, we have the relation:
ψ′n(x) =
√
nψn−1(x)−
√
n + 1ψn+1(x)
2
,
from classical recursion relations satisfied by the Hermite polynomials (see for example,
[AGZ10], Lemma 3.2.7), which implies that ψ′n is dominated by n
1/4 in the bulk. We
deduce that KGUE(n)(x, x) is dominated by n
1
2 in the bulk, and by positivity of the kernel:
|KGUE(n)(x, y)| ≤ [KGUE(n)(x, x)KGUE(n)(y, y)] 12 = O(n 12 ).
4.3 Localization in the bulk
In this section we show that ΞGUEn (s) can be approximated in probability by a truncated
product involving only those eigenvalues Λi lying very close to E, multiplied by a deter-
ministic constant coming from the semicircular law.
We first localize the product giving us ΞGUEn (s) at the macroscopic level. Since the pioneer-
ing work of Ben Arous and Guionnet [BAG97], it is understood that the semicircular law
4.1 can be obtained as a corollary of a large deviation principle for the empirical spectral
measure:
µn :=
1
n
n∑
i=1
δΛi . (4.4)
See Hiai and Petz [HP00] for a comprehensive survey.
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Theorem 4.6 (LDP for empirical measure). On the Polish space of probability measures
M1 (R) endowed with the Le´vy-Prokhorov topology, the empirical spectral measure µn sat-
isfies a large deviation principle with speed n2 and good rate function:
I(µ) :=
∫∫
µ(dx)µ(dy)
(
1
2
(
x2 + y2
)− log |x− y|)
We make use of the identity demonstrated in Lemma 4.3 in the argument that follows.
Let δ > 0 small enough so that E + [−δ; δ] ⊂ (−2, 2). The eigenvalues
(
Λ
(n)
i ; 1 ≤ i ≤ n
)
can be separated into two regions: [E − δ;E + δ] and the complement. Based on that
distinction, we have:
ΞGUEn (s) =
∏
|Λi−E|≤δ
(
1− s
nρsc(E) (Λi −E)
) ∏
|Λi−E|>δ
(
1− s
nρsc(E) (Λi − E)
)
We will show:
Proposition 4.7. For all ε > 0 and compact sets K, for all sufficiently small δ > 0
(depending on ε, E and K), there exist constants c, C (depending on ε, E,K, and δ) such
that,
P
sup
s∈K
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∏
|Λi−E|>δ
(
1− s
nρsc(E) (Λi − E)
)
− exp
(
− s
ρsc(E)
∫
dx
ρsc(x)
x− E
)∣∣∣∣∣∣ > ε
 ≤ Ce−cn2 .
The integral
∫
dxρsc(x)
x−E has to be understood in the sense of principal value.
Proof. We start by picking δ > 0 (depending on ε, E and K) small enough so that
uniformly in s ∈ K:∣∣∣∣ sρsc(E)
∫
dx
ρsc(x)
x− E −
s
ρsc(E)
∫
|x|>δ
dx
ρsc(x)
x− E
∣∣∣∣ ≤ ε3 .
Then, we have that |Λi − E| > δ and s ∈ K imply∣∣∣∣log ∣∣∣∣1− snρsc(E) (Λi −E)
∣∣∣∣ + snρsc(E) (Λi − E)
∣∣∣∣≪K,δ,E ( 1n (Λi −E)
)2
for n large enough depending on K, δ, E. In this regime,∏
|Λi−E|>δ
(
1− s
nρsc(E) (Λi − E)
)
=exp
− s
nρsc(E)
∑
|Λi−E|>δ
1
Λi − E +
1
n2
O
 ∑
|Λi−E|>δ
(
1
Λi − E
)2
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=exp
(
− s
ρsc(E)
∫
|x−E|>δ
µn(dx)
x− E +O
(
1
nδ2
))
Now, because of the large deviation principle (Theorem 4.6), there are constants c, C =
cε,E,K,δ, Cε,E,K,δ such that:
P
(
sup
s∈K
∣∣∣∣ sρsc(E)
∫
|x−E|>δ
µn(dx)
x−E −
s
ρsc(E)
∫
|x−E|>δ
ρsc(dx)
x− E
∣∣∣∣ > ε3
)
≤Ce−cn2 .
Thanks to the choice of δ, one can replace
∫
|x−E|>δ
ρsc(dx)
x−E by
∫ ρsc(dx)
x−E at the cost of changing
ε
3
to 2ε
3
. Finally:
P
(
sup
s∈K
∣∣∣∣ ∏
|Λi−E|>δ
(
1− s
nρsc(E) (Λi − E)
)
− exp
(
− s
ρsc(E)
∫
ρsc(dx)
x−E
)∣∣∣∣
> exp
(
− s
ρsc(E)
∫
ρsc(dx)
x− E
)
(e2ε/3+O(
1
nδ2
) − 1)
)
≤ Ce−cn2,
by using the inequality
|eα − eβ| ≤ eβ(e|α−β| − 1).
By suitably changing the value of ε (depending on K, δ, E), we get the conclusion of the
proposition if n is large enough, depending on K, ε, δ, E. Then, small values of n can be
absorbed in the constant C.
Here we can write more simply, for E ∈ (−2, 2),∫
dx
ρsc(x)
x−E = −
E
2
,
which is an exercise in calculus (see [Meh04, Ch. 4]). Thus as a consequence of the above
proposition,
Corollary 4.8. For any ε > 0 and any compact set K, for all sufficiently small δ > 0
(depending on ε, E and K), we have
lim
n→∞
P
(
sup
s∈K
∣∣∣∣Π−1δ ΞGUEn (s)− e 12 sE/ρsc(E) ∣∣∣∣ ≥ ε) = 0
where
Πδ :=
∏
|Λi−E|≤δ
(
1− s
nρsc(E)(Λi −E)
)
.
We now bootstrap this estimate:
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Corollary 4.9. For any ε > 0 and any compact set K, we have
lim
n→∞
P
(
sup
s∈K
∣∣∣∣Π−1n−1/10ΞGUEn (s)− e 12sE/ρsc(E)∣∣∣∣ ≥ ε) = 0,
where
Πn−1/10 :=
∏
|Λi−E|≤n−1/10
(
1− s
nρsc(E)(Λi − E)
)
.
Proof. We observe that for all B > 0,
P
(
sup
s∈K
|(Π−1
n−1/10
−Π−1δ )ΞGUEn (s)| ≥ ε
)
= P
(
sup
s∈K
∣∣∣∣ ΠδΠn−1/10 − 1
∣∣∣∣ |Π−1δ ΞGUEn (s)| ≥ ε)
≤ P
(
sup
s∈K
∣∣∣∣ ΠδΠn−1/10 − 1
∣∣∣∣ ≥ ε/B)+ P(sup
s∈K
|Π−1δ ΞGUEn (s)| ≥ B
)
.
From Corollary 4.8, the second term tends to zero when n goes to infinity, if B is large
enough depending on K and E. By suitably changing ε (depending on K and E) and
applying Corollary 4.8 again, we easily deduce that it is enough to show the following: for
any E ∈ (−2, 2), ε > 0 and compact K, there exists δ > 0 arbitrarily small such that
lim
n→∞
P
sup
s∈K
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∏
n−1/10<|Λi−E|≤δ
(
1− s
nρsc(E)(Λi −E)
)
− 1
∣∣∣∣∣∣ > ε
 = 0. (4.5)
We will be able to demonstrate this if we show for all fixed δ > 0 that∫
n−1/10<|x−E|≤δ
µn(dx)
x−E −→n→∞
∫ δ
−δ
ρsc(x)
x− Edx
in probability, since this implies for sufficiently small δ,
lim
n→∞
P
[∣∣∣∣∫
n−1/10<|x−E|≤δ
µn(dx)
x−E
∣∣∣∣ > ε] = 0,
which can be applied to control the product in (4.5) in the same fashion as the proof of
Proposition 4.7 above.
Yet since ρn(x) := KGUE(n)(x
√
n, x
√
n)/
√
n = ρsc(x) +O(n
−1), for any positive δ∫ δ
−δ
ρsc(x)
x− Edx−
∫
n−1/10<|x−E|≤δ
ρn(x)
x− Edx
tends to zero when n goes to infinity and it is enough to show that∫
n−1/10<|x−E|≤δ
µ˜n(dx)
x− E −→n→∞ 0
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in probability, where µ˜n(dx) = µn(dx)− ρn(x)dx is the ”compensated” empirical measure
of the eigenvalues.
We have, for δ small enough, a, b ∈ [E − δ, E + δ], a < b
E[|µ˜n([a, b])|] ≤
√
Var(µn([a, b])) = O
(
n−1
√
logn
)
,
by using Proposition 4.5. By using integration by parts, we have∫
n−1/10<x−E≤δ
µ˜n(dx)
x− E =
[
µ˜n[E, x]
x− E
]
(n−1/10,δ]
+
∫
n−1/10<x−E≤δ
µ˜n[E, x]
(x− E)2dx,
which easily implies
E
[∣∣∣∣∫
n−1/10<x−E≤δ
µ˜n(dx)
x−E
∣∣∣∣] −→n→∞ 0.
Similarly,
E
[∣∣∣∣∫
n−1/10<−(x−E)≤δ
µ˜n(dx)
x−E
∣∣∣∣] −→n→∞ 0,
which gives the desired result.
4.4 The limiting characteristic polynomial for ΞGUEn (s)
Theorem 1.6 is now a simple deduction based on the general Theorem 1.2. We define point
processes x(n) with point configurations given by
{x(n)i } = {nρsc(E)(Λi − E) : |Λi −E| < n−1/10}.
Note that each point configuration consists of only finitely many points, and moreover is
defined in terms of only those eigenvalues that are localized around the macroscopic value
E. Our motivation for this definition is that Corollary 4.9 tells us that on compact sets
ΞGUEn (s) is approximated in probability by
esE/2ρsc(E)
∏
i
(
1− s
x
(n)
i
)
.
Proof of Theorem 1.6. It is clear from Proposition 4.5 that the sequence of processes
x(1), x(2), ... are uniformly product-amenable. Moreover Theorem 4.2 (Gaudin-Mehta) tells
us that the processes x(n) tend to the Sine process. Hence as n→∞∏
i
(
1− s
x
(n)
i
)
→ e−iπsξ∞(s),
in law in the topology of uniform convergence on compact sets, by Theorem 1.2. Corollary
4.9 thus implies
ΞGUEn (s)→ esE/2ρsc(E)−iπsξ∞(s),
as claimed.
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